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Abstract
The Wendelstein 7-X is a thermonuclear fusion experiment being built at the Greifswald Branch
Institute of the Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik (IPP). The eddy current distribution is
investigated during a transient process in the superconducting coils of the magnet system. Application
of volume-grid methods (e.g. FEM) for calculations of the eddy currents in the magnet system is
difficult due to the large number of unknowns and the complicated mesh in the air region. Therefore,
the investigation of effective methods for that computational problem is useful. We apply the method
based on the integral approach, where only active regions without the air embedding are taken into
consideration. Such approach leads to the full coefficients matrix and conseqentially to large
computational requirements. There are techniques that allow that problem to be overcome. In that
approach the coupling between elements are distinguished as near and far in order to achieve the less
dense resulting matrix. For far interactions the equivalent current in the coil is introduced. The
principles of the applied method and example results are presented in the paper.
Introduction
The Wendelstein 7-X is a thermonuclear fusion experiment being built at the Greifswald Branch
Institute of the Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik (IPP) [1]. Intensive research on thermonuclear
fusion led to the construction of stellarator type reactors. In the stellarator the required distribution of
the magnetic field is achieved by a set of non-planar coils (the magnet system) – Fig. 1.a. In order to
increase the efficiency of the magnet system superconducting coils are used.
Each coil embraces the winding pack and the steel encasing – Fig. 1.b [2]. During an
emergency discharge of the magnet system the excitation current in winding pack JL decreases, as it is
shown in Fig. 1.c. Due to changes of the magnetic field eddy currents (JE) are generated in the steel
encasing. In order to assure the reliability of the overall system the knowledge of the eddy current
distribution during the transient process is extremely important.
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Figure 1. The magnet system of the stellarator (a); Cross-section of a coil (b); Turn-off of the magnet system (c).

Due to the non-planar construction of the magnet system computations of the eddy currents by
means of analytical or approximate circuit methods are hardly possible. We applied the Finite Element
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Method (FEM) using ANSYS software to calculate eddy currents’ distribution in the steel encasing
[3]. Such volume-grid method required complicated mesh in air regions between coils. Moreover, the
problem of eddy currents in the stellarator should be treated as open boundary. It results in additional
numerical problems for the application of FEM.
In the paper we present a method where only active regions are modelled and magnetic coupling is
done using an integral approach based on Green’s function. The integral method leads to dense
matrices, which are difficult to handle. There are techniques which allow the storage requirements of
such matrices to be reduced (e.g. Fast Multipole Method [4], [5]). We applied a technique based on an
equivalent current flowing in a cross-section of the coil.
The integral method was applied for one tested coil and can be extended to the full magnet system.
Numerical method
The eddy currents flow mainly in the direction tangential to the surface of the encasing and their
density along the encasing’s thickness is constant. This is due to the low thickness of the steel
encasing and the slow varying turn-off process. Therefore, the encasing can be modelled using the
surface edge elements - shown in Fig. 2. In the model with each edge k is associated current density Jk.
and with each node n is associated the scalar potential ϕn. The winding pack is replaced by a filament
centrally situated in a cross-section of the coil.

Figure 2. The model of the tested coil containing the surface elements

Assuming thickness ge of each surface element, it is possible to define the cross-section surface for
each edge k in the element e – Ske as illustrated in Fig. 3.a. The edge current Ik is approximated by (1).
Ik =

∫∫

(

r
r
J ⋅ dS ≈ J k ⋅ Sk = J k ⋅ sin(α1 ) ⋅ Sek1 + sin(α 2 ) ⋅ Sek2

)

(1)

Sk

Where e1 and e2 are elements including edge k.
a)

b)

Figure 3. Definition of the surface associated with edge (a); The model of the encasing with the equivalent current (b)
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The current in the surface should satisfy continuity condition: div J=0. It means that at each node n
of the model, Kirchoff’s law should be satisfied. This is given by (2).

∑δ

n ,k

⋅ Ik = 0

(2)

k

Where δn,k=±1 when current IK flows to (or from) node n, and δn,k=0 when node n doesn’t belong to
edge k.
The magnetic coupling in the model is done using an integral approach based on Green’s function.
With each edge is associated the magnetic vector potential Ak. The value of the magnetic vector
potential along edge k as a result of the current flowing in edge q can be expressed by the formula:
r r
µ0 k ⋅ q
(3)
Ak =
Iq
4π lk ⋅ rk, q
In equation (3) lk is a length of the edge k and rk,q is a distance between the edges k, q. The edge q can
belong to the encasing or to the filament of the winding pack. The distance rk,q is calculated between
the centers of the edges. In order to achieve higher accuracy the Gauss quadrature for numerical
integration can be applied. When k=q equation (3) should be calculated analytically.
On the other hand, using the Faraday’s law, the electric field intensity associated with the edge k can
be given by (4).

 ∆A k
E k = −
+ grad φ k 

 ∆t
(4)
1
δ n, k ⋅ φn
grad φ k = ⋅
lk

∑
n

Where ∆t is a time step of the transient analysis.
The relationship between the edge current Ik and the electric field Ek is given by:
(5)
I k = σenc ⋅ Sk ⋅ E k
Where σenc is conductivity of the steel encasing.
Combining (3), (4) and (5) and taking into account (2) it’s possible to form the following matrix
equation:
 H G T   I  F 
   

(6)
  =  

G 0     0 


The matrix H includes magnetic coupling between edges (3) and the matrix G results from
Kirchoff’s law – (2). The vector I contains unknown edge currents and the vector Φ contains unknown
scalar potentials at the nodes.
The matrix G is sparse but H is full coefficients matrix. In the case of large models, a full matrix
leads to large computational and storage requirements. There are techniques, which allow
sparsity in such matrix to be introduced e.g. [4], [5]. We apply a technique based on the equivalent
current in the steel encasing of the coil – Fig. 3.b. The equivalent current Ieq is current flowing in the
encasing through e.g. the surface Seq. It can also be a surface in another part of the coil because
Kirchoff’s law (2) ensures continuity of the current flow in the encasing. Therefore the unknown
equivalent current Ieq can be expressed by:

I eq =

∑I

qs

(7)

Where Iqs is a current of the edge crossing the surface Seq.
Next for each edge (e.g. ki in Fig. 3.b) influence of other edges can be divided into two parts: shortrange and long-range interactions. For the long-range interactions the group of edges are replaced by
equivalent edge (or edges) with the current Ieq. It allows sparsity in the matrix H to be achieved.
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Results
Calculations of the tested coil using the presented method were done for three cases: 1) the full
matrix H; 2) the matrix with the equivalent current Ieq (the sparse matrix H) and 3) with the matrix H
containing only short-range interactions. The model of the steel encasing consists of 768 edges and
384 nodes. The full matrix H contains 592888 non-zero elements (7.1 MB). By introducing the
equivalent current, it is possible to reduce the number of non-zero elements in matrix H to 114437
(1.34 MB). Similar compression is achieved for the third case (only short-range interactions). Results
of that method are compared to results of the FEM model (volume tetrahedral elements) using ANSYS
software. The FEM model consists of 1400 elements and 460 nodes in the encasing and 14000
elements in the air region.
The calculations were done for the excitation current IL=2 MA and the time constant τ=2 s (Fig.
1.c). The conductivity of the steel encasing is σenc=2 MS/m. Fig. 4.a shows the eddy current density
over time for each approach. Despite compression the results of the model with the equivalent current
(curve 2) correlate well with the results of the model with the full matrix H (curve 1). Such accuracy is
not achieved in the presence of only the short-range interactions (curve 3). Fig. 4.b shows an example
of the eddy current flow in the encasing of the tested coil for the approach with the equivalent current.
The results of the proposed method also correlate well with the results of the FEM model.
Differences come mainly from the fact that in case of the FE approach volume elements were applied.
a)

b)

Figure 4. The maximum density of eddy current in the steel encasing over time (a) Eddy current flow in the encasing (b)

Conclusion
The presented numerical procedure can be applied for large-scale eddy currents’ calculations in the
magnet system of the Wendelstein 7-X stellarator. In the case of the model having several coils of the
magnet system included, the equivalent current should be defined separately for each coil (7). In the
presented approach only active regions are modelled using shell elements and therefore, the model
preparation is easier than for FEM.
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